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whether⋯ is a complex and controversial one,which describes the

dilemma faced by many people in this era.The arguer advocates that

⋯, probably, while others insist that⋯ The choice ,nevertheless ,is

not easy to make .As far as i am concerned , I partly agree with the

author , that is , I support that ⋯..,However , in the issue of ⋯⋯..,

we may part company , because⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ there are too

many benefits that outnumber its disadvantages not to support it .

Among numerous reasons why I support B ,I will in here explain a

few of the most imporntant ones .The main reason is that

.......................For example ,...........................therefore, it is obvious

that⋯ A further reason that can be presented to develop my position

is that ⋯............To illustrate this point , let us see an example.......⋯

Admittedly, it may be true that A also has some benefits in some

conditions,such as........ However, this alone does not constitute a

sufficient support to ⋯, When the advantage and disadvantage of A

and B are carefully compared, the final judgenment is not difficult to

make . One argument against my contention might assert that, by

nature,... , and that I am simply underestimating....Yet substantial

evidence exists to the contrary...For example,... Given this, ...is

certainly warranted. Consequently, due to the above-mentioned

reasons, which sometimes intertwine to FORM an organic whole

and thus become more persuasive, we may safely arrive at the



conclusion that⋯
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The issue of whether⋯ is a complex and controversial one,since it

involves a conflict between .................The arguer advocates that⋯,

probably, while others insist that⋯ The choice ,nevertheless ,is not

easy to make .However,it seems to me that there are good points in

both means, and after carefully weighting on the mind, I believe that

the final judgement should depend on a case- by -case analysis of

different situations.. A is very important under some circumtances

,for example,............. Just imagine what would be like if we do B

...under these situations:....., ....., and..... , therefore, it is probably

better for us to choose A rather that B . On the other hand , choosing

A does not mean that this approach is flawless . Just as there is no

perfect man , there are still several defects in the alternative of A,such

as............All of these may bring about unintended result and thus

undermine its effects. From this point , we need unceasingly to

improve and perfect this approach so that it would be to our

advantage to ............. B is sometimes important as well ,for

instance,.............. Under circumtances mentioned above,we may get

more benefits from B than A In fact ,because the circumtances faced

by many people in daily lives may intertwine to form a complicted

one and these two alternatives are not either-or choices, we can

balance these means , employ them in specific respects of a problem

and thus solve the problem more comperhensively . Consequently

,due to the above analysis,it is not difficult to draw the conclusion
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